Company name: ANCASTER GROUP LIMITED
Company number: 00475853

Received for Electronic Filing: 27/04/2017

Details of Satisfaction

Charge created (or property acquired) before 6th April 2013.
Date of creation: 16/04/2010
Description of instrument: LEGAL CHARGE
Short Particulars: F/H PROPERTY K/A 139 SANDERSTEAD ROAD SAUNDERS ABBOTT SOUTH CROYDON LONDON
Satisfaction of charge: In full

Details of the person delivering this statement and their interest in the charge
Name: ELISABETH GRIGG
Address: VALIANT HOUSE KNOLL RISE ORPINGTON ENGLAND BR6 0PG
Interest: SOLICITORS FOR THE CHARGEE

Authentication of Form

This form was authorised by: a person with an interest in the registration of the charge.